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Hydrogen bonding in benzonitrile–water complexes
Eugene S. Kryachkoa) and Minh Tho Nguyenb)

Department of Chemistry, University of Leuven, Celestijnenlaan 200 F, B-3001 Leuven, Belgium

~Received 17 January 2001; accepted 23 March 2001!

The hydrogen bonding between benzonitrile and one and two water molecules is studiedab initio
by means of a hybrid B3LYP density functional in conjunction with 6-311G~d,p! and aug-cc-pVDZ
basis sets. The strength of such hydrogen bonding is analyzed in terms of a magnitude of ‘‘window
region’’ appearing in the infrared spectra of the studied complexes and experimentally measurable
and also in terms of the shifts of the stretching mode of the triple CN bond of benzonitrile. The
lower-energy portions of the potential energy surfaces in the neighborhoods of the stable complexes
of benzonitrile with one and two water molecules are fully determined, and implications of their
landscape on the large-amplitude dynamics of the water moiety around benzonitrile and comparison
with experiments are elaborated. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Benzonitrile C6H5CN is a prototype system for an aro
matic molecule with a cyano group which forms a key e
ment in many biomolecular systems,1 which is why it is in
fact a molecule of large current interest.2–6 Its structure in
the ground- and excited states as well as its interaction in
der Waals complexes and with water molecule and wa
dimer has been the subject of quite intensive studies2–6 dur-
ing the last decade.

In particular, the interaction of benzonitrile~BzCN! with
water molecule (w) has been a rather controversial proble
for a long time due to, as believed, the ‘‘unusualness’’4~f! of
the hydrogen bonding in the 1:1 complex of BzCN wi
water and due to the experimentally observed lar
amplitude rotational dynamics of the water moiety there
well. In its ground state, BzCN possesses a rather large
dipole moment whose experimental magnitude ranges f
4.01 D7,8 to 4.14 D1~b! and 4.18 D,4,9 and a large polarizabil-
ity equal to 12.5 Å~see, e.g., Ref. 9! and, therefore, it is
capable of forming a stable complex with wat
molecule1~c!,3~a! likely due to the dipole–dipole interaction
BzCN also has a rather large quadrupole moment equal t
D•Å that might also facilitate its binding with water.8

It has been suggested and then confirmed by microw
~MW!, laser-induced fluorescence~LIF!, and high-resolution
UV experiments2–4 that water molecule binds BzCN asid
and in-plane to the aromatic ring via two hydrogen bon
The formed@BzCN–w1] 1 complex exists in two isoenergeti
conformers due to the symmetry plane of BzCN@see also
Table VI in Ref. 4~f!#. In these conformers, designated he
after as@BzCN–w1] 1

6 , water molecule forms thep-type hy-
drogen bond Ow– Hw¯NwC to the CN triple bond and als
the weaks-type hydrogen bond C–H̄ Ow .2–6 The other
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BzCN–w1 complexes wherew participates in forming solely
the C–H̄ Ow bond @see, e.g., the structures II in Ref. 4~e!
and I and IV in Ref. 4~f!# or the Ow– Hw¯N one and lies
above the ring@such structure III was declined in Ref. 4~f! on
a basis of simple dipole–dipole arguments and inconsiste
with the experimentally observed rotational constants# have
also been investigated. Nevertheless, the model propose
Ref. 4~f! and based on the dipole–dipole interaction ene
between BzCN andw and a double-well potential as a func
tion of the rotational angle aimed to model the observ
large-amplitude rotation of the water moiety from the co
formation@BzCN–w1] 1

1 to the equivalent one@BzCN–w1] 1
2

seems to be rather oversimplified. This is actually the g
undertaken in the present work, which consists of perform
the high-level molecular orbital calculations in order to a
curately describe the potential energy surface~PES! of the
BzCN–w1 complex related to water dynamics and to elu
date subtle features revealed experimentally in BzCN–w2

complexes of BzCN with two water molecules.4~c! It is worth
noticing that the present treatment of these PESs is confi
to their lower-energy portions excluding, thus, relative
weak hydrogen-bonded structures of water molecule w
both C–H bonds of the phenyl ring of BzCN, particularly,
hydrogen bonding of water with thepara-hydrogen atom.
Nevertheless, the binding energy of such complex will
mentioned.

The layout of the present work is organized as follows
routinely starts by Sec. II with a succinct outline of the com
putational methodology aiming to choose a reliable a
rather accurate computational level, which is further verifi
in Sec. III by performing some control calculations wi
BzCN. The two following sections are the key parts of t
present work. Section IV describes the stable structures
the PES of the interaction of BzCN with water molecu
whereas Sec. V further pursues the description of such P
by providing the possible routes of large-amplitude moti
of the water moiety around BzCN and expounds its relati
ship with experiments. In Sec. VI, we study the PES of t
il:
© 2001 American Institute of Physics
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BzCN with two water molecules focusing on its minimum
energy structures and the relevant motion of water molec
Finally, Sec. VII briefly summarizes and discusses
present results.

II. OUTLINE OF THE COMPUTATIONAL PART

All computations were performed at the density fun
tional hybrid B3LYP computational level with 6-311G~d,p!
~A! basis set using theGAUSSIAN 98suite of packages.10 The
geometries of all structures were fully optimized witho
constraint on a possible planarity. The minimum-ene
structures were further refined with the B3LYP potential u
ing the aug-cc-pVDZ~B! basis set.11 The harmonic vibra-
tions were also calculated in order to distinguish the str
tures of the studied complexes and for a further analysis
their vibrational spectra and zero-point vibrational energ
~ZPVE!. The harmonic vibrational frequencies and ZPV
are retained unscaled and, throughout the whole work,
energy values were calculated at the B3LYP/A~B! levels un-
less otherwise noted. They include the ZPVE corrections
are finally expressed in kcal/mol. Furthermore, all quantit
given in the present work are also referred to the B3LY
A~B! methods unless otherwise mentioned. Due to the
that the basis set superposition error~BSSE! effect can be
significant for hydrogen-bonded complexes studied us
split-valence double-zeta basis sets~see, e.g., Ref. 12 an
references therein!, it was also accounted for by means of t
known counterpoise procedure.13

The reliability of the chosen computational levels is ve
fied in the following section by performing the control ca
culations of the ground-state BzCN molecule at the seco
order Møller-Plessett perturbation theory~MP2! with the
same basis set A and using B3LYP in conjunction with
larger basis setA8[ 6-31111G~d,p!.

III. THE GROUND-STATE BENZONITRILE MOLECULE:
CONTROL CALCULATION

The benzonitrile molecule is shown in Fig. 1 togeth
with its geometrical parameters optimized at the B3LY
A~B! computational levels. Some of its properties are su
marized in Tables I and II. Inspecting, for instance, Table
we readily recognize a sufficient accuracy of the MP2/A a
B3LYP/A~B! levels in reproducing the NMR, MW, and elec
tron diffraction ~ED! experimental data. It is interesting
however, to notice that MP2/A overestimates the length
the triple CN bond of BzCN by ca. 0.02 Å, whereas t
B3LYP/A one falls into the experimental margins. All em
ployed levels predict a perfect linearity of the C6– C68– N
bond. The distance between the center of mass of BzCN
the carbon C68 of its cyano group is equal to 1.9803
~MW4~a!! and, in the present study, it varies from 2.0418
~MP2/A! and 2.0421 Å~B3LYP/A8! to 2.0465 Å~B3LYP/
A!.

The vibrational modes of benzonitrile were extensive
studied in the past.17 The following ones are relevant for th
present study. First of all, it concerns the C–N stretch
vibration of the cyano group predicted by B3LYP/A~B! at
2335 ~2323! cm21, with IR intensity of 38 ~34! km/mol.
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Therefore, these methods reproduce rather well the exp
mental value of 2222,17~f! 2232,17~g! and 2244.1~Ref. 6!
cm21 with a scaling factor of 0.95–0.97. The second gro
is referred to the C–H stretching vibrations. They are plac
at 3190~3179; 3027!, 3199~3189; 3042!, 3208~3198; 3062!,
3216 ~3208; 3072!, and 3219~3210; 3080! cm21 with the
experimental frequencies17~d!,17~g! shown in parentheses afte
those calculated with the basis set B. The correspond
scaling factor is then derived at 0.95–0.97. The two lat
frequencies are assigned to the in-plane symmetric
asymmetric modes of the C1– H1 and C5– H5 groups. In
summary, we conclude that the chosen computational le
provides an adequate description of the properties of b
zonitrile.

IV. STABLE BENZONITRILE–WATER COMPLEXES

Interacting with water molecule, the ground-state BzC
molecule forms two most stable and nearly isoenerg
complexes: the ring conformer@BzCN–w1] 1 and the linear
one @BzCN–w1] 2 , both shown in Fig. 2. The MP2/A stud
predicts the binding energy EHB

1 of @BzCN–w1] 1 equal to
6.19 kcal/mol, while the B3LYP lowers it to 4.88 kcal/mo
~basis set A!, 4.66 kcal/mol (A8), and 4.44 kcal/mol~B!,
demonstrating a slight sensitivity to a choice of basis set. T
B3LYP/A~B! magnitude is further lessened to 3.54~2.92!
kcal/mol after ZPVE correction. The BSSE-corrected bin
ing energy is then equal to 3.19~2.43! kcal/mol. The binding
energy EHB

2 of the complex@BzCN–w1] 2 amounts to 4.83
~4.64! kcal/mol and 3.45~3.23! kcal/mol, with and without
the ZPVE correction, respectively. Its BSSE-corrected va
is 3.10 ~2.94! kcal/mol. Therefore, the ring conformer i
slightly more stable than the linear one for the basis se
and, on the contrary, slightly less stable, by 0.51 kcal/m
for the basis set B. The reported binding energies of th

FIG. 1. Structure of the benzonitrile molecule optimized at the B3LYP/A~B!
computational levels. Bond lengths~in Å! are shown for the both levels
B3LYP/A ~top! and B3LYP/B~bottom!, respectively.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE I. Some properties of BzCN and its complex@BzCN–w1] 1 with water molecule. Energy in hartree, total dipole momentD in D, diagonal quadrupole
momentsQuu(u5x,y,z) in D•Å, and rotational constants in MHz. The corresponding data for the@BzCN–w1] 2 complex are given in parentheses.

Property MW4a–c HF/3-21G1b MP2/A B3LYP/A B3LYP/A8 B3LYP/B

BzCN
-Energy 320.6379 323.529 417 324.513 009 324.577 834 324.528 891
A 5655.25~0! 5663.48~0! 5637.98~9! 5641.86~7! 5671.74~4! 5627.56~3!
B 1546.87~6! 1541.40~4! 1531.89~8! 1538.70~1! 1548.55~8! 1537.66~7!
C 1214.44~1! 1211.63~7! 1204.59~7! 1208.97~8! 1216.43~5! 1207.68~2!
D 4.18 ~Refs.5,9! 4.26 4.76 4.74 4.73
Quu 57.3 49.5 39.9 57.1 49.5 39.8 57.4 49.3 40.1

@BzCN–w1] 1

-Energy 399.772 385 400.954 829 401.043 793 400.980 604
~400.954 761! ~400.980 930!

A 2882.288 6~22! 2880.966 8 2876.185 3 2889.433 7 2896.700 0
~5500.805 0! ~5543.813 5!

B 995.718 65~39! 1009.783 0 997.609 3 1001.815 5 984.156 1
~557.523 9! ~557.545 1!

C 740.499 71~23! 747.709 7 740.697 3 743.894 7 734.581 9
~508.432 3! ~507.946 9!

D 2.84 2.84 3.03
~7.15! ~6.99!

Quu 57.3 50.0 45.5 57.3 49.9 45.5 57.1 52.1 44.5
~68.9 55.9 47.4! ~68.3 55.5 47.6!
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two complexes of BzCN with a water molecule sufficien
correlate with the present estimations of their dipole–dip
interactions equal to25.13 and25.51 kcal/mol, respec
tively.

The rotational constants, total dipole, and mean quad
pole moments of the complexes@BzCN–w1] 1 and @BzCN–
w1] 2 are collected in Table I. Comparing the experimen
and theoretical MP2/A rotational constants in Table I, o
easily finds that the relative error of the theoretical pred
tions lies within 0.05%, 1.4%, and 1.0% for the A, B, and
constants, respectively. The B3LYP/A study provides a be
accuracy: the corresponding relative errors fall into a s
margin, viz., 0.21%, 0.19%, and 0.03%. As follows fro
Table I as well, due to an approximate linearity of the hyd
Downloaded 15 Aug 2001 to 140.109.112.248. Redistribution subject to 
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gen bonding in@BzCN–w1] 2 , it is more polar by a factor of
ca. 2.5 than@BzCN–w1] 1 . Its mean quadrupole momen
Q2[(Qxx

2 1Qyy
2 1Qzz

2 )/3557.4 D•Å is also slightly larger
than Q1550.9 D•Å of @BzCN–w1] 1 . One may therefore
suggest that polar solvents favor a stabilization of the lin
conformer rather than the ring one.

Let us now focus on the optimized geometries of the t
energy minimum complexes of BzCN with water molecu
The slightly more stable complex@BzCN–w1] 1 is nearly pla-
nar, which seems in absolute accordance with the experim
tal findings4~c!,4~e! and resembles the structure II recen
studied in Ref. 4~f! ~see also Refs. 2 and 6!. There, BzCN
forms a ring-like structure withw due to two hydrogen
Fig. 1.
TABLE II. Experimental and theoretical geometries of benzonitrile. Bond lengths r are in Å, bond angles in °. Numbering of atoms is indicated in

Theory
HF/ HF/ HF/

Geometry NMR@Ref. 14~a!#
Experiment

MW @Refs. 14~b!–14~c!# ED @Ref. 14~d!#
3-21G

@Refs. 4~a!–4~b!#
4-21G

@Refs. 15~a!–15~b!#
6-31G~d,p!
@Ref. 15~c!#

MP2/
A

B3LYP/
A ~B!

B3LYP/
A8

Bond length
r~C1 ,C2) 1.398 1.396 1.400 1.381 1.391 1.383 1.396 1.394~1.395! 1.390
r~C1 ,C6) 1.408 1.388~1.412~Ref. 16!! 1.400 1.389 1.400 1.390 1.405 1.406~1.407! 1.403
r~C1 ,H1) 1.073 1.080 1.086 1.071 1.076 1.074 1.083 1.085~1.089! 1.083
r~C2 ,C3) 1.400 1.397 1.400 1.384 1.395 1.386 1.399 1.398~1.399! 1.395
r~C2 ,H2) 1.089 1.082 1.086 1.071 1.076 1.075 1.083 1.086~1.090! 1.084
r~C3 ,H3) 1.083 1.080 1.086 1.071 1.077 1.076 1.083 1.086~1.090! 1.084
r~C6 ,C68) 1.434 1.438~Ref. 16! 1.438 1.429 1.437 1.445 1.437 1.436~1.437! 1.432
r~C6 ,N! 1.166 1.158~Ref. 16! 1.168 1.140 1.156 1.137 1.185 1.164~1.163! 1.156

Bond angle
/C6C1C2 119.4 119.0 118.6 119.8 119.7 119.6 119.4 119.7~119.6! 119.7
/C1C2C3 119.7 120.1 120.5 120.1 120.1 119.8 120.3 120.2~120.2! 120.2
/C1C6C5 120.8 121.8 121.9 120.1 120.2 120.4 120.6 120.1~120.3! 120.1
/C2C3C4 121.0 120.1~119.2~Ref. 16!! 120.0 119.9 120.2 120.3 120.1 120.1~120.1! 120.1
/C6C1H1 120.0 120.6 119.7 119.8 120.9 120.7~119.7! 119.6
/C1C2H2 120.0 120.0 119.7 119.8 119.7 119.6 119.7~119.7! 119.7
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 2. Potential energy surface of th
interaction of BzCN with water mol-
ecule. Bond lengths are in Å. Four se
of the bond lengths are indicated fo
the complex@BzCN–w1] 1 optimized
at the MP2/A ~from the top!,
B3LYP/A~A8!, and B3LYP/B levels,
respectively. The geometrical param
eters shown for the complex@BzCN–
w1] 2 correspond to the B3LYP/A~top!
and B3LYP/B~bottom! levels, respec-
tively.
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bonds, C5– H5¯Ow and Ow– Hw8¯N. The former bond be-
tween theortho-hydrogen of BzCN and the water oxygen
characterized by the bond length of 2.375 Å at the MP2
level, which becomes slightly elongated to 2.437~2.491! Å
at the B3LYP/A~B! ones, and also by the bond angle
145.4°(144.8°). It is worth mentioning that the present fin
ings are in fair agreement with the experimenta
predicted4~f! bond length of 2.484~1! Å and the bond angle o
144.0~2!° and recently reported HF/cc-pVDZ calculations2~b!

resulting in the bond length of 2.477 Å and the bond an
equal to 143.3°. Actually, this is a rather weaks-type hy-
drogen bond between the C–H group and the water oxyg
The MP2 does not predict its elongation under the format
of the C5– H5¯Ow both as required by the definition o
hydrogen bonding, though, on the other hand, the B3LY
A~B! levels admit it by only 0.001 Å. We, however, notice
Downloaded 15 Aug 2001 to 140.109.112.248. Redistribution subject to 
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small redshift by 6~4! cm21 of the stretching vibration of the
C5– H5 bond and the enhancement of its IR intensity by
factor of 3. Also, there is a small lean, by 2°, of th
C6– C68– N bond toward a water molecule. Its ‘‘free’’ hydro
gen atom Hw lies out of the BzCN plane and forms with
the dihedral angle of ca. 33.5°, which agrees with the rec
microwave experiments conducted with deutera
water4~e!,2~b! and the HF/cc-pVDZ2~b! angle of 33.8°.

The other hydrogen bond Ow– Hw8¯N in @BzCN–w1] 1

is formed by donating the hydrogen atom Hw8 of w to the
triple C[N bond of BzCN. Its bond length is comprised o
2.297~2.303! Å and the corresponding bond angle amou
to 145.1° ~142.9°). The present estimates also correl
rather well with the experimental values of 2.257 Å a
157°, respectively.4~f! Hw8 is located nearly perpendicularly t
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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837J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 2, 8 July 2001 Benzonitrile–water
the cyano group@93.2° (94.8°)], demonstrating the prefer
ential bonding to the CN triple bond@see also Ref. 4~c!#.

The Ow– Hw8 bond ofw participating in the formation of
such hydrogen bond is elongated by 0.004 Å at all emplo
computational levels, indicating that it is in fact a rath
weak bond as well, although stronger than the preceding
This is seen by comparing the O–H stretching vibrations o
barew @n153810(3799) cm21 andn353932~3910! cm21]
and@BzCN–w1] 1 @3767~3750! and 3911~3888! cm21] that
come out with a rather small redshift of only 43~49! cm21.
Interestingly, the B3LYP/A value exactly matches the expe
mental value given in Fig. 3 of Ref. 6. Despite a small re
shift, the enhancement of its IR intensity is quite substan
and reaches a factor of 10. A simple comparison of
present OH-stretching frequencies with those obser
experimentally6 ~3614 and 3727 cm21) results in a scaling
factor equal to 0.96. It is rather interesting to mention
‘‘slow’’ vibrational mode ns~O¯N! mode at 172~173!
cm21 describing the stretching of the hydrogen bond brid

The harmonic O–H stretching vibration of the no
bonded Hw of w shows a redshift of 21 cm21 which also
coincides with the experimental finding.6 Altogether, this
means that, compared to then1–n3 spacing in a water mol-
ecule equal to 122 cm21, the similar one observed in
@BzCN–w1] 1 tends to be enlarged by 22 cm21, thus estab-
lishing a so-called ‘‘window region’’6 which in fact measures
a strength of hydrogen bonding. Finally, regarding the C
stretch, one notices that it is placed at 2327 cm21 (nCN

expt

52244.1 cm21, Ref. 6! and characterized by IR intensit
equal to 73 km/mol. In other words, the formation of t
@BzCN–w1] 1 conformer downshifts the C–N stretchin
mode by 8~6! cm21 @the experimental value6 is 5 cm21 and
the HF/6-31G~d,p! one6 is ca. 10 cm21] and enhances its IR
intensity by a factor of nearly 2. This indicates a weaken
of the CN triple bond by thep-type hydrogen bonding.

Let us now study the conformer@BzCN–w1] 2 . A similar
structure was reported for the first time by Ishikawaet al.6 at
the HF/6-31G~d,p! level and predicted in the high-resolutio
LIF measurements.4~b! As seen in Table I, its rotational con
stant A nearly doubles that of the@BzCN- w1] 1 one. This is
easily explained by the fact that@BzCN–w1] 2 is formed by
the almost linear@177.8°(178.9°)] s-type hydrogen bond
between water and the carbonyl nitrogen of BzCN. This
drogen bond is placed out from the BzCN plane by 10.5°.
formation is also accompanied, structurally speaking, by
elongation of the Ow– Hw8 bond by 0.006 Å which, in spec
troscopic terms, produces a redshift of the correspond
stretching vibration of 70~90! cm21 and the enormous in
crease of IR intensity by a factor of 70~127!. The ‘‘free’’
O–H group of water molecule is characterized by the stre
ing vibration which becomes redshifted by only 32 cm21.
So, in this case, the ‘‘window region’’ extends by 38 cm21,
in comparison with that inherent to the@BzCN–w1] 1 con-
former. The harmonic C–N stretching vibration demonstra
a blueshift of 9 ~12! cm21 @the HF/6-31G~d,p! value6 is
about 2 cm21] and double enhancement of its IR intensi
This implies that the CN bond is slightly stronger in th
linear conformer than in the ring one, and it is in fact
Downloaded 15 Aug 2001 to 140.109.112.248. Redistribution subject to 
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remarkable difference between thes andp hydrogen bond-
ing of benzonitrile with water molecule.

The higher-energy portion of the PES of@BzCN–w1#
includes a rather weak complex where water molecule p
ticipates in the hydrogen bonding with thepara-hydrogen
atom of the CH group peripheral to the cyano one and
perpendicular to the ring. A perfectly linear C–H̄Ow bond
is characterized by the length of 2.330 Å. The binding ene
of such complex amounts to only 1.72 kcal/mol. Intere
ingly, a water molecule may rotate on the periphery of t
CH group passing the activation barrier of 66 cm21 where it
becomes planar relative to the BzCN ring.

V. WATER DYNAMICS IN BENZONITRILE–WATER
COMPLEXES

Experimental studies of large-amplitude dynamics
water molecule around the benzonitrile has led to some c
troversy which results so far in calling the hydrogen bo
between them the ‘‘unusual’’ one.4~f! In fact, what then does
this dynamics matter with the two stable complexes repor
in the preceding section? The experiments were interpre
in terms of a large-amplitude motion of a water moiety b
tween two equivalent minima,@BzCN–w1] 1

1 and @BzCN–
w1] 1

2 , and so the role of the second energy minimu
BzCN–w2 remains hidden. Why? These ‘‘hows’’ an
‘‘whys’’ are addressed in the present section.

Let us first deal with one of the equivalent ener
minima, say,@BzCN–w1] 1

1 . As we have noticed in the pre
ceding section, it has a free hydrogen atom belonging
water molecule and lying out of the plane of BzCN compo
ing the dihedral angle of about 33.5°. Therefore, water m
ecule may accomplish an in-plane rotation governed by
transition structure@BzCN–w1] 1

tr1 and this causes a ruptur
of the weak hydrogen bond C1– H¯Ow due to moving the
water oxygen away from the closerortho-hydrogen of BzCN
by the distance of 1.3 Å~see Fig. 2!. The aforementioned
transition structure@BzCN–w1] 1

tr1 lies only 0.50 kcal/mol
above the minimum energy complex BzCN–w1

1 . Actually,
its activation barrier is even slightly decreased to 0.41 kc
mol or 143 cm21 after taking the ZPVE correction into ac
count. This likely makes it easily accessible even at low
temperatures. Its slope is characterized by a rather s
imaginary frequency of 24ı cm21, showing an essential flat
ness of this portion of the PES. The total dipole moment
@BzCN–w1] 1

tr1 is equal to 4.03 D. Its rotational constants a
listed in Table III.

When water molecule passes the transition struct
@BzCN–w1] 1

tr1 , the hydrogen bond Ow– Hw8¯N becomes
strengthened compared to that in the associated ring
former. This is readily seen from a compressing of its bo
length by 0.187 Å and its straightening by 13.5°. Such eff
manifests in a further downshift of its stretching vibration
23 cm21 and increase of IR intensity by a factor of 3 com
pared to the ring conformer.

Actually, @BzCN–w1] 1
tr1 is a departure point on the re

action route which links two equivalent minima@BzCN–
w1] 1

6 . It passes further to the second-order saddle po
@BzCN–w1] 1

saddle. After reaching it, the reaction route step
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE III. Properties of the first- and second-order saddle structures on the@BzCN–w1] PES. Total dipole moment in D, quadrupole moments in D•Å.

Quadrupole Rotational Frequencies,
moment constants, MHz cm21

Structure Dipole Qxx Qyy Qzz A B C n~C–N! n(Ow– Hw8 ) n(Ow– Hw)

@BzCN–w1#1
tr 4.03 46.5 52.1 57.3 3516.2774 769.0356 631.0257 2334~75! 3744 ~197! 3904 ~140!

@BzCN–w1#2
tr 7.01 43.1 70.8 57.3 5463.1331 561.5244 509.1879 2344~76! 3739 ~443! 3899 ~174!

@BzCN–w1#1
saddle 7.65 57.3 44.1 79.5 5565.5434 544.1389 495.6769 2337~64! 3822 ~18!a 3913 ~48!a

@BzCN–w1#2
saddle 7.66 53.9 47.5 79.4 5564.8276 544.8585 497.3831 2337~67! 3821 ~20!a 3912 ~52!a

aBifurcated hydrogen bond in the second-order saddle structures~see Fig. 2!.
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down to the transition one@BzCN–w1] 1
tr2 , isoenergetic to

@BzCN–w1] 1
tr1 , with a water molecule placed, say, on th

right-hand side of BzCN. Finally, the reaction route ends
@BzCN–w1] 1

2 . It is shown pictorially in Fig. 2. The saddl
structure is placed above the complex@BzCN–w1] 1

6 by 305
cm21 and this satisfactorily agrees with the recent expe
mental estimate of 287620 cm21.4~f! However, the interpre-
tation of large-amplitude dynamics of water molecule in
complex with BzCN offered in the present work diffe
markedly from that given in Ref. 4~f!, where it is modeled by
a simple cosine-type, symmetric double-well torsional pot
tial referred to a single degree of freedom as the cente
mass of water molecule. The present calculations provid
firm picture of such dynamics as actually consisting of fo
stages and, therefore, it must be represented by a four-
potential requiring indeed an inclusion of the two degrees
freedom, to say the least, and the term describing their c
pling too. Specifically, at the first stage, a ‘‘free’’ OH grou
of water molecule performs a hindered rotation~one degree
of freedom! between the two energy minima of the@BzCN–
w1] 1

1-type distinct from each other by its position with r
spect to the BzCN plane, viz., above or below it. Such ro
tion is likely accessible at room temperature due to a sm
activation barrier of 143 cm21 and, as a consequence, due
a coupling between this free OH-group rotation and
center-of-mass~a second degree of freedom! motion, water
molecule might be able to escape from the transition str
ture @BzCN–w1] 1

tr1 and lift, at the second stage, to@BzCN–
w1] 1

saddle. The third one consists of a rotational descent
water molecule from@BzCN–w1] 1

saddle to @BzCN–w1] 1
tr2

~see Fig. 2!. The fourth stage completes this process via
similar hindered rotation of a free OH-group of water mo
ecule from@BzCN–w1] 1

tr2 to the energy minimum@BzCN–
w1] 1

2 , no matter where this group is placed, above or be
the BzCN plane.

Structurally, the second-order saddle structure@BzCN–
w1] 1

saddlehas a water molecule lying perfectly in the BzC
plane and forming a bifurcated hydrogen bond with the
trogen atom 2.681 Å long. The latter bond gives rise to
couple of the OH-stretching vibrations, symmetric and asy
metric, predicted in the present work at 3822 and 39
cm21, respectively.

@BzCN–w1] 1
saddleis placed above the transition structu

@BzCN–w1] 1
tr6 by only 0.46 kcal/mol or 162 cm21 after

ZPVE. It is characterized by two imaginary frequencies, 8ı
and 217ı cm21, describing, correspondingly, the in-plan
hindered rotation of the OH bond of water molecule a
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rocking of its center of mass. The latter mode is also wea
coupled to a rather small rotation of the CN group. Its fr
quency gives an idea of a magnitude of the slope of
highest activation barrier within the proposed four-well p
tential model of water dynamics. The mode associated w
the former imaginary frequency of@BzCN–w1] 1

saddle intro-
duces some fine structure in the large-amplitude dynamic
the water moiety around BzCN which still remains undete
ted experimentally. To be more specific, this mode is direc
related to the in-plane hindered rotation of a free OH gro
in the neighborhood of the linear conformer@BzCN–w1] 2

governed by the transition structure@BzCN–w1] 2
tr ~see Fig. 2

and Table III! and lying below the saddle one by 291 cm21

after ZPVE. Such transition structure@BzCN–w1] 2
tr is planar

and its extremely small activation barrier of 18 cm21 relative
to @BzCN–w1] 2 demonstrates a nearly free in-plane rotati
of the nonbonded OH group of water molecule.

In a rather small neighborhood of the linear conform
@BzCN–w1] 2 , there exists another saddle structure@BzCN–
w1] 2

saddle which describes the out-of-plane rocking of wat
molecule. As shown in Fig. 2, water forms there a bifurca
hydrogen bond with the nitrogen atom of BzCN. Its bo
length is by 0.012 Å, slightly shorter than that in the sad
structure @BzCN–w1] 1

saddle. @BzCN–w1] 2
saddle is character-

ized by two imaginary frequencies found at 32ı and 211ı
cm21 and associated with the in- and out-of-plane rocking
the OH bonds. Comparing, on the one hand, with the form
saddle structure@BzCN–w1] 1

saddle, this saddle structure
@BzCN–w1] 2

saddle is located below by 35 cm21 after ZPVE.
On the other hand, relative to the energy minimum struct
@BzCN–w1] 2 , it appears higher by 240 cm21, also after
ZPVE.

Summarizing, one concludes that the existence of
linear conformer on the PES of the interaction of BzCN w
water molecule provides firm evidence of that while pe
forming a large-amplitude motion around the CN group a
reaching the saddle structure@BzCN–w1] 1

saddle, water mol-
ecule may step down to its neighborhood and squeeze t
for some while by ‘‘circulating’’ throughout the chain of th
structures as follows:

@BzCN–w1#1
saddle⇒

291

@BzCN–w1#2
tr⇒

18

@BzCN–w1#2

⇒
240

@BzCN–w1#2
saddle⇒@BzCN–w1#2⇒@BzCN–w1#2

tr

⇒@BzCN–w1#1
saddle, ~1!
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. Potential energy surface of th
interaction of BzCN with two water
molecules. The geometrical param
eters of the complex@BzCN–w2] 1

correspond to the B3LYP/A~top! and
B3LYP/B ~bottom! levels, respec-
tively. Bond lengths are in Å.
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where the quantity placed above the arrow indicates the
ergy offset in wave numbers between the left- and right-h
side structures. Such squeezing may certainly result in
additional, so-called dwell time which delays the time int
val of hopping of the water moiety around benzonitrile.
treatment certainly requires an introduction of additional
gree~s! of freedom and the corresponding extension of
potential function. Furthermore, it is worth noticing that
might be thought of as the reaction route between the l
and right-hand side minima@BzCN–w1] 1

6 through some
transition structure lying above or below the ring and for
ing symmetrical bifurcated hydrogen bonds with the C
group. Such structure, say@BzCN–w1] 1

f , has been deter
mined via the HF/6-31G method. It is shown in Fig. 2. Ho
ever, it appears to be false when adding polarization
diffuse functions to this basis set or/and employing the
brid B3LYP method and, depending on the optimization p
cedure, it ends at the stable conformer@BzCN–w1] 2 or the
saddle structure@BzCN–w1] 1

saddle.

VI. COMPLEXATION OF BENZONITRILE WITH TWO
WATER MOLECULES

The PES of BzCN with two water molecules posses
two lower-energy minimum structures, the one-side-r
conformer@BzCN–w2] 1 and the double-side one,@BzCN–
w2] 2 , both shown in Fig. 3. The former one refers to t
hydrogen-bonded complex of BzCN with water dime
whereas the other one to the duplicate ring-type hydro
bonding analogous to the conformer@BzCN–w1] 1 . Their
binding energies with respect to BzCN and, correspondin
to water dimer and two isolated water molecules is co
prised of 7.50~6.80! and 6.77 kcal/mol after ZPVE correc
Downloaded 15 Aug 2001 to 140.109.112.248. Redistribution subject to 
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tion. These values clearly demonstrate a large overestima
in the binding energies~cf. 11.34 and 8.05 kcal/mol! pro-
duced by the HF/6-31G~d,p! level.6 The BSSE-corrected
value of the binding energy of the most stable comp
@BzCN–w2] 1 amounts then to 7.05~6.55! kcal/mol. The en-
ergy gap between these conformers themselves is equ
4.46 kcal/mol. This is actually a gain of the energy that
vors the one-side conformer compared to the second one
to the formation of water dimer which is characterized by
stronger hydrogen bonding than the isolated one. This
clearly seen, for example, by the water dimer having a lon
H-bond length@1.918 ~1.945! Å# than its analog interacting
with BzCN @1.844 ~1.857! Å, Fig. 3#. Moreover, one may
expect a further increase of such gap in polar solvents du
a larger total dipole moment of the former conformer co
pared to the other one, viz., 2.75~3.0! D versus 0.97 D. It is
also worth noticing a strengthening of the C–H̄Ow1 and
Ow2– H28¯N bonds in @BzCN–w2] 1 compared to those in
the ring conformer of BzCN with a water molecule~cf. Figs.
2 and 3!. In fact, these bonds are shortened by 0.19~0.20!
and 0.31~0.34! Å, respectively. The latter value is unexpec
edly large and we think it can likely be explained due
some contribution of thes-type hydrogen bonding of the
second water moleculew2 to the nitrogen atom of the CN
group. The reasons for that are the following. First, this bo
length is rather close to the analogous one in the linear c
former of BzCN with water molecule. Second, unlike th
ring conformer, the corresponding hydrogen atom Hw28 is no
longer pointed perpendicular to the triple CN bond, b
forms with it an angle of 126.8°(127.8°).

The one-side-ring conformer is nonplanar due to the
posite out-of-plane positions of the two free OH groups
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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water dimer. The relevant dihedral angles amount to268.0°
(262.7°) and 59.8° (61.9°), correspondingly, for the wa
moleculesw1 andw2 ~see Fig. 3!. The OH-stretching vibra-
tions are placed at 3891~3868!, 3889 ~3862!, 3662 ~3625!,
and 3567~3544! cm21, showing in this way a rather ex
tended ‘‘window region’’ of 227~237! cm21 between two
groups of vibrations. The former group dominantly describ
the stretching modes of the free OH bonds, and their dif
ence comprises only 2~6! cm21 ~the experimental value6 is 3
cm21), whereas the other one is attributed to the asymme
and symmetric stretchings of the hydrogen-bonded
groups of water dimer. The corresponding difference in
latter group is equal to 95~81! cm21, which is in a lesser
agreement with the experimental value6 of 49 cm21. The
nCN stretching mode predicted at 2333~2322! cm21 down-
shifts by 2 ~1! cm21 @the experimental blueshift6 is 1.7
cm21, although the HF/6-31G~d,p! calculation6 results in a
redshift of 5.8 cm21] and its IR intensity is tripled. This also
indicates a partial contribution of thes-type hydrogen bond-
ing between BzCN and water dimer.

The double-side-ring conformer is also nonplanar w
the free OH groups lying asymmetrically out of plane w
the dihedral angles of636.5o. Two hydrogen bonds betwee
water molecules and the CwN bond are slightly longer, by
ca. 0.04 Å, compared to the ring conformer@BzCN–w1] 1 .
Like the preceding conformer with water dimer, here we a
have two groups of the OH-stretching vibrations: 3913 a
3912 cm21 versus 3773 and 3771 cm21, giving rise to a
‘‘window region’’ of 139 cm21. The latter value is the mos
accurate theoretical lower boundary estimation@the HF/6-
31G~d,p! level6 provides approximately 100 cm21] to the
experimental width6 of window region equal to 169 cm21.
To conclude, the hydrogen bonding is therefore stronge
the one-side-ring conformer than in the double-side one.
CN-stretching mode shows an anomalous shift of 17 cm21 to
lower wave numbers nearly doubling that in the comp
@BzCN–w1] 1 . The Hartree–Fock level with 6-31G~d,p! ba-
sis set has a similar tendency resulting in a 20 cm21 shift.

In both studied conformers of BzCN with two wate
molecules, the nonplanar free OH groups may rotate
passing the transition structures. For example, their simu
neous rotation in the double-side conformer has a very sm
activation barrier of 24 cm21, implying a relative metasta
bility of this conformer at any temperature. This is, howev
not the case with the one-side conformer where the pla
free OH group on the water moleculew2 appears at the ac
tivation barrier of 71 cm21 height. The relevant transition
structure@BzCN–w2] 1

tr is displayed in Fig. 3.
A large-amplitude motion of water molecule from th

double-side to the one-side conformers is nearly free du
the smallness of the activation barrier whose height amo
to only 24 cm21. Therefore, the double-side conformer
metastable. The reverse motion of the water moiety me
the activation barrier with free energy of 1609 cm21 which,
however, significantly reduces to 740 cm21 at room tempera-
ture due to the entropy effect. The corresponding transi
structure@BzCN–w2] tr is displayed in Fig. 3. It looks per
fectly planar, and its imaginary frequency 87ı cm21 de-
scribes the out-of-plane rotation of the Ow2–H group
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coupled to the rotation of the center of mass of thew2 water
molecule relative to the CN triple bond in order to form th
water dimer hydrogen-bond bridge. The geometries of
hydrogen bonds in@BzCN–w2] tr are shown in Fig. 3. To
conclude, a large-amplitude motion of the water moiety
the PES of@BzCN–w2] drastically differs from that occur-
ring on the PES of@BzCN–w1]. If the initial state on the
former PES was prepared at the one-side global minim
water moleculew2 may break the water-dimer-type hydro
gen bond and, detouring to the other side of BzCN throu
out the transition structure@BzCN–w2] tr, make there two
weak hydrogen bonds with BzCN whose lifetimes are rat
small, and finally return to the initial conformer. In principle
if the initial one-side state was prepared in its vibrationa
(n.740 cm21) excited state, the water molecule may pe
form a ‘‘free’’ motion in the neighborhood of the CN triple
bond.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING NOTES

We have studiedab initio the lower-energy portion of
the PESs of the interaction of benzonitrile with one and t
molecules relevant for shedding light on the mechanism
the large-amplitude dynamics of the water moiety arou
their energy minima. Unlike the recently proposed model
such dynamics on the PES of@BzCN–w1# where water mol-
ecule hops between two equivalentp-hydrogen bonded com
plexes, we have clearly demonstrated its rather comp
mechanism consisting of that, first, it includes at least t
degrees of freedom which have been identified in the pre
work. For this reason, such process could be appropria
modeled by a function of two variables. Second, a furth
subtlety of the water dynamics on this PES is related to
existence there of thes-hydrogen-bonded complex and th
richness of the PES landscape in its neighborhood. The la
might cause a squeezing of the hopped water molecule c
acterized by some dwell time. This we thought must actua
be referred to the ‘‘unusualness’’ of the hydrogen bond
between benzonitrile and water molecule. And, this has
impact on the large-amplitude dynamics of water molec
around BzCN. Although in view of the possible ways whic
BzCN binds a water molecule, it is in fact rather illuso
because the existence of the two drastically different type
hydrogen bonding was theoretically anticipated, and ho
fully one of them with thes-type bonding will be detected
experimentally rather soon. However, the exquisite la
scape of the PES of@BzCN–w1] could not certainly be ruled
out.

Unlike the PES of BzCN with water molecule, its PE
of interaction with two water molecules looks much simp
and particularly includes a metastable complex with wa
molecules residing on both sides of benzonitrile. This sign
cantly simplifies the large-amplitude dynamics of the wa
moiety on such PES to a possible thermally assisted hop
to such metastable complex, dwelling there, and its ba
ward hopping through the barrier of 48 cm21 to the global
one-side minimum.

We thought that this work would certainly be incomple
unless the puzzling appearance of the two bands obse
recently at 2244.1 and 2258.1 cm21 for bare BzCN in the
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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fluorescence detected stimulated Raman spectroscopy
periments conducted by Mikami’s group6 was clarified. The
former band was assigned to the cyano stretching mod
being in Fermi resonance17~d!,18 with the other one,n1

1n19a . The latter modes are of theA1 symmetry and, as
suggested,6 its combination may borrow the intensity from
the nCN mode due to the anharmonic coupling. Surprising
the @BzCN–w1] complex reveals only one band at 2239
cm21, and @BzCN–w2] reveals again the two shifted t
2245.8 and 2250.9 cm21. Our first comment is with regard
to a possible anharmonic coupling of thenCN with the other
modes. It is known,17~h! and particularly confirmed by the
HF/4-21G study,15~a! that the cyano stretching mode is mo
or less perfectly isolated from other modes such as th
assigned to the ring stretchings and ring deformations@see
Table III in Ref. 15~a!# and thus, it is rather weakly couple
to these modes and, therefore, the effect of borrowing in
sity is negligible. Within a two-state problem~see, e.g., Ref.
19 and references therein!, the known estimates17~h!,15~a! of
the C68N/C6C68 anharmonic coupling give rise to the Ferm
resonance splitting of only 1–3 cm21 which implies that the
real cyano stretching vibration is placed at 2245–2247 cm21

rather than 2244.1 cm21. The former wave numbers satis
factorily fit the data on the shifts of thenCN mode under
complexation of benzonitrile with water predicted in o
work.

On the other hand, the present B3LYP/A~B! study dem-
onstrates that the harmonic moden21 of the symmetryA1

@the vibrational modes of BzCN are enumerated as in R
15~a!# placed at 1220 cm21 gathers the contribution from th
b vibrations of the C1– H1 and C5– H5 groups~the sumSd of
the displacements is 0.80!, the C6– C68 stretching (Sd

50.36), and finally, from the C68– N stretching (Sd50.13).
Therefore, the isolation of the cyano stretching mode
comes questionable. Second, as seen in Table III in R
15~a!, there exist large anharmonic couplings between
modesn21– 25 describing thebCH, nCC, and particularly,
nC6C

68
modes. Therefore, we suggest that a physically so

candidate for the Fermi resonance with the cyano stretch
is the binary combinationn201n21. The later belongs to the
symmetryA1 . This combination band actually splits into tw
modes due to a strong intercoupling betweenn20 and n21.
One of them appears to be rather close tonCN. According to
Fig. 5 of Ref. 16, it is placed at ca. 2256 cm21. Third, we
suggest that in complexes of BzCN with water molecule~s!,
Fermi resonance becomes extremely weak or even di
pears for two reasons. First, the C6– C68– N group loses its
linearity under formation of the BzCN–water complexe
The other reason is that the present analysis of the harm
frequencies of the complexes@BzCN–w1] 1 and @BzCN–
w2] 1 corresponding to then20 andn21 of BzCN demonstrates
that they partly describe out-of-plane bending of the C
groups. This explains the spectra presented in Figs. 5~c!–
5~d! of Ref. 6, except Fig. 5~b! for the @BzCN–w1] complex
whose validity is doubted because of the straightforw
analogy with Fig. 5~f! for the BzCN–CH3OH complex re-
vealing two bands. In conclusion, we suggest that a fi
theoretical explanation of the aforementioned spectra of b
zonitrile with water highly demands a further experimen
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refinement of these spectra, including the isotopic derivati
of benzonitrile interacting with water molecule~s!.
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